In this paper, we discuss numerical methods for solving large-scale continuous-time algebraic Riccati equations. These methods have been the focus of intensive research in recent years, and significant progress has been made in both the theoretical understanding and efficient implementation of various competing algorithms. There are several goals of this manuscript: first, to gather in one place an overview of different approaches for solving large-scale Riccati equations, and to point to the recent advances in each of them. Second, to analyze and compare the main computational ingredients of these algorithms, to detect their strong points and their potential bottlenecks. And finally, to compare the effective implementations of all methods on a set of relevant benchmark examples, giving an indication of their relative performance. *
Introduction
Let A, M ∈ R n×n , C ∈ R p×n , B ∈ R n×m be given matrices. Assuming that A, M are sparse, M is nonsingular and p, m ≪ n, we consider large-scale, generalized, continuous-time, algebraic Riccati equations (GCAREs) R(X) = A * XM + M * XA − M * XBB * XM + C * C = 0.
(1)
Our goal is the fast and efficient computation of a low rank approximation of a solution matrix X ∈ R n×n . For M = I n , (1) will be referred to as the standard continuous-time, algebraic Riccati equation (CARE). If B = 0, (1) reduces to a generalized, continuous-time, algebraic Lyapunov equation (GCALE). GCAREs appear in various areas related to control theory, for instance, linear-quadratic optimal regulator problems [70, 78] , H 2 and H ∞ controller design, nonlinear controller design via state-dependent Riccati equations [37] , and balancing-related model reduction [3, 18, 64] . Solving differential Riccati equations by implicit integration schemes [28, 38, 44, 71] can also lead to GCAREs.
Preliminaries, assumptions, motivation and goals
Because of its nonlinear nature, (1) can have several solutions. We exclusively restrict ourselves to the usual situation where a stabilizing solution is sought, i.e., our goal is to find X = X * ≥ 0 such that the spectrum of the closed loop matrix fulfills Λ(A−BB * XM, M ) ⊂ C − . The stabilizing solution exists and is unique [34, 70] when (A, M, B) is stabilizable (i.e. rank[A − zM, B] = n, for each value of z in the closed right half plane), and (A, M, C) is detectable ((A * , M * , C * ) stabilizable). These conditions are generically fulfilled, and are assumed to hold in the remainder. We also assume that the singular values of X decay rapidly towards the machine precision. This enables us to numerically deal with large-scale GCAREs (1) by computing low-rank approximations X ≈ X lr = ZDZ * with Z ∈ R n×r , D = D * ∈ R r×r , r ≪ n. For GCALEs, the singular value decay has been investigated, e.g., in [4, 7, 24, 54, 83, 85, 92] . The situation for GCAREs is less well understood [15, 84] , but the rapid decay of the singular values is often present when p, m ≪ n, i.e., C * C, BB * are of low rank, which we assume as well and which is common in large-scale applications. The computation of low-rank factors Z, D is the common backbone shared by all the discussed algorithms in this paper. An efficient execution of these methods will also hinge on our assumption p, m ≪ n.
The focus of this study is to compare the most prominent algorithms for large-scale GCAREs. The comparison is carried out with respect to the key stages of the algorithms which consume the most numerical effort. In particular, since all the considered methods are of an iterative nature often requiring different number of steps. The main work-intensive stages of the methods, that we are especially concerned with, are:
• The numerical solution of the large-scale, real-or complex-valued linear systems of equations, usually of the form (A + αM )V = N, V, N ∈ C n×s , and A, M from (1) . We assume that we are able to solve these by sparse-direct or iterative solvers at an approximately linear complexity. The number of columns s in the right hand side is of special interest. We employ the simplifying assumption that the numerical effort to solve a linear system scales linearly with s.
• The construction of rectangular matrices with orthonormal columns spanning a basis for certain subspaces is a numerical task arising in methods that use a Galerkin projection framework. This is typically achieved by a stable implementation of a Gram-Schmidt process, e.g., (modified) Gram-Schmidt with an iterative refinement. In the numerical costs for the orthogonalization we will include only the orthogonalization carried out for a Galerkin projection regarding (1) , and not orthogonalization stages arising in other parts of the algorithms, such as the computation of shifts or the residual norm.
• A Galerkin projection naturally leads to GCAREs (1) defined by dense matrices of smaller dimension ℓ ≪ n. Stable, numerical algorithms for small, dense GCAREs can be found, e.g., in [14, Chapter 1] and the references therein. If not stated otherwise, the MATLAB ® routine care is used, whose costs are estimated as O(ℓ 3 ).
• The majority of the considered methods relies on certain shift parameters, which are important for a rapid convergence. The problem of generating and selecting high quality shift parameters might easily fill a survey article itself and is, therefore, beyond the scope of this study. We refer to the relevant literature and provide only basic, necessary information where appropriate. For each particular GCARE solution method, we will employ the shift strategy providing the best results. With some exceptions, these are usually the more recent adaptive generation strategies.
• All the considered algorithms are of iterative nature and, hence, require appropriate stopping criteria. For consistency, we terminate all algorithms when
for an approximate solutionX ≈ X, and usually choose τ R = 10 −8 . We employ this residual norm based criterion because approaches based on relative changes, e.g., of the norm of the generated approximate feedback matricesK = M * BB * X , have been proven unreliable [104] . For large-scale matrix equations, computing or estimating the residual norm is not always an easy task and can yield significant numerical effort. Details on how this is achieved will be included with the descriptions of the single algorithms.
Only the first and last points arise in all discussed methods. The memory consumption of the methods is also considered and compared. Here, it is important to distinguish between two scenarios: S1 An approximate solution of (1) is sought, in the form of a low-rank approximate solution ZDZ * ≈ X with solution factors Z ∈ R n×r , D ∈ R r×r and r ≪ n. This situation occurs especially in certain model order reduction techniques, e.g., LQG-, positive-real, and related balanced truncation type approaches [3, 18, 43, 64, 82] . Note that in some of these model reduction approaches, the arising GCAREs can have a positive definite or indefinite quadratic terms, e.g. [32] . We do not pursue this issue any further here, but these can be treated with a low-rank version of the iteration proposed in [72] .
S2 Only an approximation of the stabilizing feedback matrix K := M * XB ∈ R n×m is sought. The optimal control of linear, time-invariant dynamical systems using LQR-, or LQG-feedback control approaches (e.g. [57, 90] ) is the prototypical application for this scenario. Since K is a very thin n×m matrix, algorithms that are able to operate solely on approximations of Kare considerably more efficient regarding the memory requirements, whenever m is significantly smaller than r.
Remark 1. If one is only interested in the stabilizing feedback K as in scenario S2, alternative approaches (for M = I) based on the Chandrasekar differential equationṡ
can be used [8, 52] by choosing a sufficiently large t = t f and solving the system of ordinary differential equations numerically backwards in time. The motivation behind this is that K = lim [36, 65] . Unfortunately, a numerical solution of (3) can be difficult, because the solution trajectories often exhibit a highly oscillatory behavior for small times. An integrator may thus require a large number of tiny time steps, and it can take a long time for the above dynamical system to reach a stationary phase [88] . Therefore we do not pursue this approach in this study but leave it as an interesting future topic, especially since it negates the need to work with an ARE at all in scenario S2. Similarly to the strategy in [8] , one could solve (3) numerically until a stabilizing K is constructed, which then serves as an initial guess within an iterative method for the GCARE (1).
Outline
In Section 2, the considered methods are briefly described and categorized into three classes. We refrain from giving detailed derivations and theoretical results for each single algorithm, as those can be found in the relevant literature. How the above computational stages arise in each method is emphasized in that section. Recent developments, which are important for the numerical performance, are also mentioned. The comparison of the computational costs is given in Section 3. This addresses a single iteration step of each considered method respecting the subtasks mentioned above. The memory requirements and consumption are addressed as well, especially regarding the scenarios S1 and S2. A series of numerical experiments is carried out in Section 4 comparing the computation time, memory consumption, and other performance indicators of all methods. Section 5 summarizes our findings.
Notation
We use the following notation in this paper: C − , C + are the open left and right half plane, Re(z), Im(z), z = Re(z) −  Im(z), |z| are the real part, the imaginary part, the complex conjugate, and the absolute value of a complex quantity z, respectively. For matrices, A * denotes the transpose for real matrices, and the complex conjugate transpose for complex matrices. If it exists, A −1 is the inverse of A and A − * = (A * ) −1 . In most situations, expressions of the form x = A −1 b are to be understood as solving the linear system of equations Ax = b for x. The relations A ≻ ( )0 and A ≺ ( )0 stand for the matrix A being positive and negative (semi)-definite. Likewise, A ( )B refers to A − B ( )0. Unless stated otherwise, · is the Euclidean vector or subordinate matrix norm, and κ(·) is the associated condition number. The Frobenius norm is denoted by · F . For a given matrix A ∈ R n×n , and a given (block) vector v ∈ R n×p , the (block) Krylov subspace generated by A and v is denoted as
Classification and brief introduction of the considered methods
This Section briefly introduces the methods compared in the later sections. We divide the methods into three classes represented by the subsection herein. The first class consists of all methods that use a certain subspace, to project (1) to a much smaller dense representation, that can be solved by a direct computation. Then the solution is lifted to the full coordinates again. Direct iteration methods that successively approximate the solution, without the need for projection, form the second class. The remaining class of methods is made up out of the variants of Newtons method.
Projection methods
Let Q be an r-dimensional subspace of R n with r ≪ n and let the columns of Q r ∈ R n×r form an orthonormal basis for Q. We are looking for approximate solutions of (1) in the space
For the standard case M = I n , in direct analogy to the case of Lyapunov equations [61, 89] , we impose a Galerkin condition onto the CARE residual:
withÃ r := Q * r A * Q r ∈ R r×r ,B r := Q * r B ∈ R r×m ,C r := CQ r ∈ R p×r . For M = I n , this Galerkin projection is typically implicitly applied to an equivalent CARE defined, e.g., by
If the resulting low-rank solution X r is not good enough, the subspace Q r is expanded by additional basis vectors.
Methods following this Galerkin projection principle mainly differ in the way the subspace Q or, more precisely, the sequence Q 0 ⊆ Q 1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Q j of subspaces, is constructed. An intuitive choice would be the block Krylov subspace generated from A * where α := {α 1 , . . . , α j } ⊂ C + ∪ {∞} are shift parameters whose selection is discussed later. Following the well known moment matching interpretation [3] , we note that K ext j is a special case of K rat 2j with the shifts zero and infinity used in an alternating fashion. The usage of rational Krylov subspace methods (RKSM) for GCALEs and GCAREs was investigated in [46, 47, 96, 98] . The basic procedure of both EKSM and RKSM for (1) is summarized in Algorithm 1. Usually, the rational Krylov subspace is generated so that span {C * M } ⊆ Q j [46, 47, 98] , which can be enforced by formally setting α 1 = ∞.
Algorithm 1: Extended and Rational Krylov Subspace Method for GCAREs Input : Matrices A, M, B, C defining (1) and stopping tolerance 0 < τ R ≪ 1.
Generate new basis vectors:
Orthogonally extend basis matrix Q j−1 :
We now give some remarks on the major steps of Algorithm 1. In the Lines 1, 2, 6, orth is to be understood as any stable (block) orthogonalization routine, such as a repeated (block) modified Gram-Schmidt process [53] , which we employ in this study. An efficient construction of the projected matricesÃ j , C j can be found in the respective literature on EKSM [95] and RKSM [33, 47, 55, 98] . The small CARE in Line 8 can be solved by direct methods involving dense numerical linear algebra, see e.g. [12, 14, 34] , whose numerical complexity is cubic in the subspace dimension.
For RKSM, the choice of shift parameters in Line 4 is crucial to achieve a fast convergence. An overview of different selection strategies can be found, e.g., in [55] . The adaptive selection strategy proposed in [47] and later improved in [96] turned out to be successful in the majority of cases. There, after iteration step j of RKSM, the next shift α j+1 is obtained by minimizing a rational function over the convex hull of the eigenvalues of eitherÃ j [47] , the projected closed loop matrixÃ j −B jK * j withK j := Y jBj [77, 96] , or of the matrix pair (Q * j AQ j , Q * j M Q j ) [50] . Here, we restrict to the variant usingÃ j −B jK * j . It can happen that some of the generated shifts occur in complex conjugate pairs. In order to reduce the amount of complex arithmetic operations, the basis matrix Q j , and therefore also most other quantities, can be kept real by applying the real RKSM proposed in [87] . Essentially, the real RKSM consists of augmenting Q j−1 by [Re(q j ), Im(q j )] when α j ∈ C \ R, which is equivalent to processing both shifts α j and α j at once. With this observation, the only remaining complex operation that occurs in the algorithm is solving the complex, sparse linear system in Line 5a.
To monitor the progress and to stop the iteration, the Euclidean or Frobenius norm of the residual R j := R(Q j Y j Q * j ) can also be computed efficiently without explicitly forming this large, dense n × n matrix [47, 59, 95, 96, 98] . Following [47] , the CARE residual in RKSM has the form (for M = I)
where H j = [h i,k ] ∈ C jp×jp is block upper Hessenberg, and h i,k ∈ C p×p , i = 1, . . . , j + 1, k = 1, . . . , j are the orthogonalization coefficients obtained in the Gram-Schmidt process. Since Q * j q j+1 = 0, it also holds S * j G j = 0 and, hence, we have the idempotence F 2 j = 0. An easy calculation shows that R j = F j = Ψh j+1,j E * j H −1 j Y j , where Ψ is the triangular factor of a thin QR factorization of G j . The structure of G j and S j is slightly different in the real RKSM [87] and in EKSM [59, 95] , but the overall approach remains unchanged. Note that for GCAREs (M = I) the projection method is implicitly applied to an equivalent CARE defined by matrices A M , B M and C M , such that one would obtain the norm of an associated transformed residual, e.g., R M j := M − * R j M −1 . In practice, R j and R M j can differ significantly. For our comparative study of different algorithms, we prefer to monitor the residual of the original GCARE. This can be easily achieved by exploiting
where Ψ M is the triangular factor of a thin QR decomposition of N j . In addition to the QR decomposition, 2p (4p for complex shifts in real RKSM) matrix-vector multiplications with M * (or factors thereof) are therefore required to compute R j .
Modifications
To slow down the growth of the column dimension of Q j in block RKSM for Lyapunov equations, a modification has been presented in [48] . There, tangential rational Krylov subspaces
are used to generate the projection subspace, leading to the tangential RKSM (TRKSM). It is straightforward to apply this approach to GCAREs. The tangential directions d j ∈ C p×pj , p j ≤ p are computed adaptively at every iteration step in conjunction with the shifts. Clearly, dim(K t-rat j ) = j i=1 p i ≤ jp, leading to a reduced effort for the orthogonalization and small-scale solution of the projected matrix equation. However, as pointed out in [48] the decreased growth of dim(Q j ) can be accompanied with a slower convergence of the algorithm. Compared to the standard block RKSM, this may result in a larger number of linear systems with different coefficient matrices that need to be solved. Some of the upcoming numerical experiments confirm this.
In [62, 63] , global standard and extended Krylov subspace methods for matrix equations are considered. These methods employ projection and orthogonalization with respect to the inner product V, W := tr (W * V ), V, W ∈ R n×p , instead of the usual, Euclidean inner product which is used in the projection methods mentioned so far. The constructed basis matrix Q j = [q 1 , . . . , q j ] has orthogonal blocks q i ∈ C n×p in the sense q i , q k = δ i,k . When applied for GCALEs, the projected quantitiesÃ j ,C j obtained in this way have special structures which can be exploited to gain savings when solving the projected small-scale problem [63, 99] . In global Krylov methods for GCAREs, however, such savings are not possible becausẽ B j does not reveal any special structure one could exploit. Moreover, global methods often converge slower than their block counterparts, meaning that they require a higher number of iteration steps, which results in a larger subspace dimension. In the GCARE case this leads to noticeably higher numerical costs for the solution of the projected equation. A detailed assessment and comparison of the costs of both block and global extended Krylov subspace methods for GCALEs is given in [99] , where further information on actual implementations can be found as well. For the purpose of comparison in this paper, the global EKSM (GEKSM) [62] is used in some of our numerical experiments. Global rational Krylov subspace approaches are considered in [35] in the context of model order reduction.
Non-projective iterations
The second class of methods consists of iterative processes working directly on the Riccati equation, and circumventing the use of a Galerkin projection framework or Newton-scheme as the methods in the previous
Algorithm 2: Incremental Low-Rank Subspace Iteration (ILRSI)
Input : Matrices A, M, B, C defining (1)
and next section, respectively. The low-rank solution is built from direct relations that do not require the solution of a projected CARE. In particular, two representatives of this class are considered, both of which implicitly work with the Hamiltonian matrix
associated to (1) (here we restrain ourselves to the case M = I for simplicity). It is well known that the solution of (1) is given by X = QP −1 , where [P * , Q * ] * ∈ R 2n×n spans an H-invariant subspace with respect to the stable eigenvalues of H. Not only is this relation the basis for many direct methods for CAREs [39, 73] , but also several works [1, 15, 16, 77, 79] investigate its application in a large-scale setting.
The incremental low-rank subspace iteration
In [77] , the Cayley iteration
with shift parameters α j ∈ C + , is proposed for the Hamiltonian matrix H to iteratively compute the desired H-invariant subspace. For feasibility in the large-scale case, one can observe that if the initial approximation X cay 1 0 has rank p, then X cay j has rank jp, and it is possible to rewrite the above iteration into a low-rank version [77] , incrementally generating a low-rank approximation X ≈ X cay
This method is referred to as Incremental Low-Rank Subspace Iteration (ILRSI) and illustrated in Algorithm 2.
Interestingly, the same iteration has been derived independently in [79] , with a completely different approach by analyzing an optimal control problem associated to (1) . Only the setup of the middle factor Y j is done slightly differently in [79] . If B = 0, ILRSI reduces to the low-rank alternating direction implicit (LR-ADI) iteration [26, 75, 85] for GCALEs. The shift parameters α j are, once again, crucial for the speed of the convergence and may be selected in advance or, preferably, adaptively by strategies borrowed from the GCALE case, e.g., [23, 103] . Approaches that take the GCAREs structure into more account will be discussed later. The relation to the LR-ADI iteration can be exploited to deal with pairs of complex conjugate shifts since [22, Theorem 1] works for Algorithm 2 as well: For α j ∈ C + , α j+1 = α j , it holds that
Hence, for each complex pair, a double iteration step can be performed by solving only one complex linear system.
The most costly numerical work in ILRSI appears to be the solution of the shifted linear systems with p right hand sides in Line 2. However, the estimation of the residual norm R(Z j Y −1 j Z * j ) in Line 10 is potentially expensive as well. The reason is that, unlike the LR-ADI iteration for GCALEs [22] or most other discussed methods for GCAREs, no explicit low-rank factorization of R(Z j Y −1 j Z * j ) or a different cheap formula for the norm computation is currently known for ILRSI. Currently, one of the most reasonable things one can do is to exploit that the spectral norm of a symmetric matrix coincides with its largest eigenvalue and apply a Lanczos process implicitly to R(Z j Y −1 j Z * j ). Because of the way the middle low-rank factor Y j is constructed, computing an approximate feedback matrix K j requires the full already computed low-rank solution. Therefore, just as the projection methods of the previous section, ILRSI does not gain an advantage with respect to memory consumption in the scenario S2.
The RADI iteration
Assume that the equation (1) has an approximate solution X 1 = Ξ 1 0 with a positive semidefinite residual R(X 1 ) = R 1 R * 1 . Then the exact solution X can be written as X = X 1 +X 1 , whereX 1 is a unique stabilizing solution [16, Theorem 1] of the residual Riccati equation
with
(once more we suppose M = I for ease of presentation). This is again a Riccati equation, so one can repeat the procedure, and find an approximate solution Ξ 2 0 for (6) such that its residual with respect to this equation is positive semidefinite, and accumulate the approximation X 2 = X 1 + Ξ 2 , etc. This way, we obtain an increasing sequence of approximations 0 X 1 X 2 . . . X to the solution of the original equation, all of which will have positive semidefinite residuals.
It remains to explain how to construct an approximate solution with a positive semidefinite residual in the jth step of the above sequence. One possibility is to carry out one step of the Cayley iteration (5) for the residual equation with the Hamiltonian matrix
Setting the initial approximation in (5) to zero, after some calculation we obtain that the first step approximation Ξ j+1 in the Cayley-Hamilton iteration is given by:
and that the residual factor and the feedback matrix can be updated as
This describes one step of the RADI procedure. The whole method for generalized CAREs is displayed in Algorithm 3. Note that, unlike the projection methods, each RADI iteration takes the same amount of time, and does not get progressively slower as the algorithm proceeds.
Algorithm 3: The RADI Iteration for GCAREs. Input : Matrices A, M, B, C defining (1), initial feedback K 0 Output:
The shift parameters α j are again important for a rapid convergence. We mention and later on employ an approach proposed in [15, 16] 
be the Hamiltonian matrix associated to the residual-CARE projected onto span
, then the next shift α j+1 is selected as the eigenvalue θ i with the largest value of q
(2) i . The motivation behind this strategy, along with further details, can be found in [15, 16] . In the general case M = I, the eigenpairs of the corresponding (projected) Hamiltonian/skew-Hamiltonian pencil have to be considered. The number of block columns ℓ taken into account is typically chosen very small, e.g., one takes the last 2p columns of Z j . This shift selection strategy appears to be efficient and, judging by the numerical experiments in [16] , often superior to other approaches. Pairs of complex conjugated shifts can be dealt with appropriately [16] , so that only an absolutely necessary amount of complex arithmetic operations remains and, e.g., the Z j , Y j , K j will be real matrices.
In contrast to ILRSI, because of the block-diagonal structure of the constructed middle low-rank factor Y j , it is possible to accumulate only the feedback approximation K j in the RADI iteration without ever forming the low-rank factors Z j , Y j . This makes the method a good memory-efficient candidate for scenario S2.
Equivalences and relations to other methods
As shown in [16, Theorem 2] , if executed with the same set of shift parameters, ILRSI and the RADI iteration both produce the same output and are, in fact, equivalent. Hence, both methods are simply different implementations of the same approximation sequence. Moreover, if B = 0, both methods reduce to the LR-ADI iteration for Lyapunov equations. Because of this close relation, we will also execute ILRSI with the residual Hamiltonian shifts described above. ILRSI and the RADI iteration are in the same sense also equivalent to the quadratic ADI iteration [106] . We will not incorporate the quadratic ADI iteration into this study since it has been shown to be inferior in terms of numerical efficiency to the considered methods, see, e.g., [15, 16] .
Although no Galerkin projection is used within ILRSI, RADI, it can still be shown that the computed low-rank solution factors Z j span a rational Krylov subspace. In fact, since in ILRSI the construction of the columns in Z j is very close to the LR-ADI iteration for Lyapunov equations, it can be shown that
e.g., [74, 75, 105] . Further connections of ILRSI to the rational Krylov framework are discussed in [79] . By the above equivalence, those connections also holds also for RADI.
Low-rank Newton Methods
Motivated by the nonlinear nature of R(X), Newton schemes are applied to solve (1) . With a given initial guess X 0 , step k of a Newton iteration for (1) is, following, e.g., [5, 70] , given by
Here, R ′ | X denotes the Fréchet derivative of R at X and is given by
Hence, the update N k is the solution of a generalized, algebraic, continuous-time Lyapunov equation (GCALE). Kleinman [66] showed that it is possible to reformulate the Newton step to directly compute X k instead of working with the correction N k . In that case, the iteration and the corresponding GCALE to be solved is
Under the assumed properties of this paper and provided X 0 is a stabilizing initial guess, the sequence {X k } k≥1 converges quadratically towards X, the exact solution of (1). Moreover, it converges monotonically decreasing with respect to the Löwner ordering, i.e. X 1 X 2 . . . X, and for all k > 0 it holds that
Because of the size restriction on B, C we set in the introduction, the right hand side F k in (8a) is (at most) of rank p + m ≪ n. We can, therefore, utilize low-rank algorithms for large-scale GCALEs [31, 97] that compute low-rank solution factors of the solution X k in (8a), e.g., X k ≈ Z k Z * k . Since these algorithms are typically of an iterative nature, we end up with an inner-outer iteration, consisting of the inner particular GCALE solver iteration, and the outer Newton iteration. To distinguish these two stages, subscripts k and bracketed superscripts (j) will refer to data associated to the outer ( k ) and inner ( (j) ) iteration. In many papers [19, 26, [29] [30] [31] 51] , the low-rank alternating directions implicit (LR-ADI) iteration [21, 75, 85] is employed for the purpose of solving the GCALE (8a). For a fixed k ≥ 1, the LR-ADI iteration in the most recent formulation [21, 69] proceeds for j ≥ 1 in the following form:
where W
k ∈ C − are shift parameters. Using (9) as the inner Lyapunov solver within the Newton-Kleinman iteration (8) leads to the low-rank Newton-Kleinman ADI (NK-ADI) method, which is illustrated in Algorithm 4.
The shift parameters α (j) k in Line 5 are, similarly to those in RKSM, ILRSI, and RADI, crucial for a fast reduction of the error. Here, we employ, without going into detail, the automatic shift generation strategy proposed in [23] : first, several shifts are selected from the spectrum of the matrix pair (
. Once these shifts are depleted, the procedure is repeated. This shift selection strategy usually leads to the best performance of the LR-ADI iteration, both in terms of execution time and the required number of iteration steps. Pairs of complex shifts can be handled as in the LR-ADI [21, 22] . It can be shown [19, 31, 69] that, inherited from the LR-ADI iteration [21] , the GCARE residual at inner step j and outer step k is given by
Algorithm 4: Low-rank Newton-Kleinman ADI for GCAREs (NK-ADI)
Input : Matrices A, M, B, C defining (1), initial feedback K 0 , and stopping tolerances 0 < τ ADI , τ R ≪ 1.
Update low-rank solution factor Z
where ∆K (j)
is the explicit low-rank factor of the current GCALE residual. Hence, computing the GCARE residual norm requires only the computation of the spectral norm of a thin n × (p + 2m) matrix.
Algorithm 4 reveals another advantage of using the LR-ADI iteration to solve the GCALE (8a). Similar to the RADI algorithm, it is not necessary to store the low-rank factor Z (j) k (Line 9) if only the feedback matrix K is of interest, since K (j) k can be updated incrementally (cf. Line 10, [26] ). Thus, the NK-ADI method is also very memory efficient in scenario S2. Note that, in order to execute the proposed shift strategy, a small number of additional columns needs to be stored to carry out the projection of (A k , M ).
Naturally, one could also use a projection method like EKSM or RKSM [47, 95] for solving the Lyapunov equation (8a), which leads to other interesting results [98] , e.g., regarding the Riccati residual. However, doing so would sacrifice the advantage in scenario S2 since, just as with the projection methods in Section 2.1, the matrices Z (j) k would need to be stored. Regardless of the low-rank method employed to solve (8a), the low-rank Newton method in the presented form often shows a comparatively slow convergence towards an approximate stabilizing solution. One intuitive explanation is that the method updates the feedback gain approximations only after an outer iteration is completed. In practice, one of the following improvements is therefore usually mandatory to make the low-rank Newton method competitive.
Galerkin acceleration of the outer iteration
Similar to RADI, ILRSI, it holds that range Z [74, 75, 105] , so in order to improve the convergence of the Newton iteration, [30, 90] suggest to perform a Galerkin projection onto range (Z k ) in each outer iteration step, just after the GCALE (8a) has been solved. Assume the columns of Q k ∈ C n×j(p+m) with Q * k Q k = I constitute an orthonormal basis for range (Z k ). The projection is performed similar to the methods in Section 2.1: a small-scale, at most j(p + m) dimensional GCARẼ
The restrictionÃ k can, by straightforward adaptations of the results in [105] , be constructed without matrix vec-tor multiplications involving A [69] . The approximate solution of (1) associated to the Galerkin acceleration is X pr
The next Newton-Kleinman iteration step then continues with the updated feedback matrix K pr
The GCARE residual R(X pr ) after this projection does not have the low-rank structure from above and, thus, R(X pr k ) has to be computed differently, e.g., via applying a Lanczos process to R(X pr k ) similar to ILRSI. Moreover, in order to perform this Galerkin projection, the whole low-rank solution factor Z k has to be stored, so this variant of the NK-ADI method loses its ability to operate solely on feedback approximations and the advantage for scenario S2. However, numerical experiments [25, 30, 69, 90] show that this projection tremendously accelerates the outer Newton-Kleinman iteration. Often, it decreases the number of required Newton steps down to one or two. We will abbreviate this approach by NK-ADI+GP.
Remark 2. In [30, 90] it is also suggested to accelerate the inner low-rank ADI iteration of Algorithm 4 by a Galerkin projection framework. In view of the improvements in the LR-ADI formulation, we strongly refrain from this idea. On the one hand, using a Galerkin projection within the LR-ADI iteration destroys important structural properties of the method, e.g., the associated GCALE residual does no longer have lowrank factorization and it is then not clear what should be used as W (j) k in (9) . On the other hand, one could have used a projection method as inner iteration from the start as discussed in [98] .
Inexact GCALE solves and line-search
Newton methods are, under some mild conditions, still able to converge to the desired solution if the Newton step is carried out inexactly, see, e.g., [42, 49] . For the Newton-Kleinman iteration (8) for GCAREs, this means that the GCALE (8a) is only solved inexactly, for example, the LR-ADI iteration might be terminated
. These inexact solves, obviously, have the potential to drastically reduce the number of required LR-ADI steps. At the same time, convergence towards a stabilizing solution of the GCARE (1) has to be maintained, which makes the analysis difficult [19, 51, 60, 104] . In [19, 104] , a novel theoretical and numerical framework for the inexact Newton-Kleinman iteration for (1) is proposed which additionally incorporates a line search strategy [17] . At Newton step k, let K k be a feedback approximation linked to the approximate or exact solution X
. Then the next Newton step is carried out with an improved feedback approximationK k = (1 − β)K k−1 + βK k for an appropriately chosen β ∈ (0, 1]. The numerical effort to carry out this line search strategy is negligible and we refer to [19, 104] for details about its practical implementation, including possible choices of η, β. Compared to the plain NK-ADI iteration (Algorithm 4), the number of both inner and outer iteration steps, and consequently the number of arising linear systems, can be drastically reduced by this approach. The inexact NK-ADI method equipped with this line-search strategy (abbreviated by iNK-ADI+LS) is still able to work only on the feedback approximations K k , preserving the advantage of NK-ADI in scenario S2.
Related and further methods
Apart from the methods described so far a number of other methods for solving large-scale GCAREs can also be found in the literature.
The structured doubling algorithm (SDA) [34, 40] is a recent method based on efficient computation of deflating subspaces by doubling. The original formulation of the method is suited for small-scale dense CAREs, for which it performs very well. The SDA has also been adapted to the large-scale setting [40, 76] . However, our experience with a number of numerical experiments indicates that the large-scale algorithm is not yet competitive to the methods described in this paper. Just as an illustration, we included the results obtained by the large-scale SDA algorithm in Example 4 of Section 4. We have therefore chosen to omit this method in the detailed analysis.
Another class of methods are those that compute eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian matrix H associated with the stable eigenvalues [1, 15] . As mentioned in Section 2.2, the exact solution of the CARE is X = QP −1 , where [P * , Q * ] * ∈ R 2n×n spans the H-invariant stable subspace. Computing the entire stable subspace of a large matrix is not feasible, so these methods target a small number ℓ ≪ n of eigenvectors, and use only these to approximate X by means of carefully designed formulas [1] . The main issue of this approach is that it is quite difficult to determine which eigenvectors should be targeted [15] . This difficulty renders the eigenvector-based methods non-competitive as well. On the other hand, these methods have motivated the development of both ILRSI/RADI. The original derivation of RADI [16] uses the formula from [1] to find an approximate solution Ξ 1 to (6); the goal of ILRSI is computation of the stable subspace of H as well, although it is achieved by different means. For p = 1, ILRSI/RADI can be considered a generalization of the methods from [1, 15] , since it is equivalent to these methods when eigenvalues of H are used as shifts [16] .
Unstable GCAREs
In the literature regarding large-scale GCAREs, often only the stable case is used to test the numerical methods. We briefly discuss the situation where the GCARE (1) is defined by an unstable matrix pencil A − λM . Recall that the overall system (A, M, B) has to be stabilizable. One way of handling this situation is to provide a stabilizing initial guess X 0 = X * 0 ∈ R n×n , meaning that the pair (A K0 := A − BB * X * 0 M, M ) is stable. Also, depending on how serious the instability of A − λM is, some of the investigated methods might be able to converge without an initial guess, see [96] for results regarding projection methods. Of course, providing an initial guess can also help to speed up the whole method, independent of the stability of the pencil A − λM , see [98] for some numerical tests on this.
Using an additive decomposition X = X + + X 0 of the sought after stabilizing solution of (1), it is well known [14, 80] that the increment
The stabilized GCARE (10) can now be dealt with by using any of the Riccati methods described so far, providing A K0 , M , B, and R(X 0 ) as the new input. In the case of RKSM, EKSM and ILRSI, the altered structure of the input matrices leads to an increase in the algorithm complexities, especially regarding the linear systems solves. In contrast to that, the RADI iteration and the low-rank Newton methods can be employed to the original GCARE (1) right away if the initial feedback K 0 is given to them as well.
Strategies for computing an initial feedback K 0 with stabilizing property can be found, e.g., in [2, 8, 10, 19, 34, 57, 70, 88, 94, 104] . In the remainder, we only use the approach from [2, 10] , which we briefly describe next.
For M = I, let A * Q u = Q u R u be a partial real Schur decomposition of A * such that Λ(R u ) = Λ(A) ∩ C + , i.e., the columns of Q u form an orthonormal basis of the associated unstable invariant subspace. An initial guess is then defined with X 0 := Q u S u Q * u and K 0 := X 0 B, where S u solves the algebraic Bernoulli equation
Assuming that the number of unstable eigenvalues is small (u ≪ n), this Bernoulli equation can be solved by standard, dense methods [11] . As an alternative, one can, under some mild conditions [2] , use
This equation is potentially easier to solve than the Bernoulli equation. As an important side effect, the initial Riccati residual in (10) satisfies R(X 0 ) = C * C with both of these choices. It is noteworthy that with this selection of an initial guess, it is in scenario S2 sufficient to provide just the feedback matrix K 0 := M * X 0 B ∈ R n×m instead of X 0 . Remark 3. Originally, the left and right eigenvectors of A corresponding to Λ(A) ∩ C + were used in the computation of X 0 [2, 57] ; this still leads to the same initial guess as above. We prefer the usage of invariant subspaces since computing a partial Schur decomposition of a large matrix A is often easier than computing left and right eigenvectors.
Nevertheless, computing the entire unstable invariant subspace and, especially, ensuring that no unstable eigenvalues are missed can in practice be a very demanding task. Large-scale eigenvalue methods for this purpose can be found e.g., in [6] and the references therein.
In the numerical experiments, whenever unstable CAREs are considered, we assume for the sake of simplicity that the required initial feedback is provided and do not consider the numerical effort and difficulties of its computation. The later, however, is nevertheless a crucial subject to be addressed in future research.
Comparison of the Main Computational Stages
In this section, we analyze the major computational subtasks that arise in the discussed algorithms: solving large linear systems of equations with multiple right hand sides, computing shift parameters, building orthogonal bases and solving projected CAREs, as well as computing, or estimating, the CARE residual norm.
Solving Linear Systems
The most prominent feature of all considered algorithms is the solution of a large linear system of equations with possibly multiple right hand sides. We, here, restricted ourselves to sparse direct solution strategies, because, on the one hand, this worked sufficiently well in our experiments. On the other hand, due of the sheer number of different iterative solvers and preconditioning strategies, a thorough discussion of preconditioned iterative solves would clutter the presentation and is, therefore, beyond the scope of this study. Also , the occurrence of multiple right hand sides further increases the number of available iterative solution approaches. Moreover, the effect of errors arising in the solution of linear systems on the methods for large matrix equations has not been fully understood, especially in the case of iterative linear solvers. Some research on this topic for large Lyapunov equations can be found in [92, 100] .
An overview of the structure of the arising systems in stable and unstable situations, as well as the number of columns in the right hand sides is given in Table 1 . In several GCARE methods, we notice the occurrence of systems defined by the sum of a sparse matrix A + α j M and a low-rank term BK * j . If sparse-direct solvers are to be applied, such systems can be dealt with by the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury (SMW) formula [53] via
Hence, solving a sparse-plus-low-rank system with s right hand sides is expressed as solving a sparse system with A + α j M and s + m right hand sides. Among the algorithms, EKSM has the advantage that the coefficients of the arising linear systems do not change during the iteration. Hence, a single pre-computed sparse LU factorization can be reused throughout the whole iteration by means of often significantly cheaper sparse triangular solves. This fact can also be exploited in the presence of an initial feedback K 0 , by using the SMW formula once again:
where w j , g 0 solve A * w j = b j , A * g 0 = K 0 and also g 0 ∈ R n×m has to be computed only once. Thus, in the unstable situation, except for this extra linear system for g 0 , no major additional work is required in EKSM in contrast to the other methods. For generalized Riccati equations, Table 1 considers only the case when the equivalent CARE defined by M − * A * , M − * C * is used implicitly in the projection methods, as explained in Section 2.1. This means that an extra initial linear solve with M * is needed in RKSM to compute M − * C * , whereas EKSM requires such an additional solve with M * in every iteration step. Using sparse Cholesky factors of M = M * ≻ 0 would replace a solve with M * by two sparse triangular solves. Regarding the number of right hand sides in the occurring linear system, Table 1 reveals that low-rank NK iterations have the largest number (p + m) among all algorithms. If the SMW formula is used, linear systems with the matrix A + α j M and p + 2m right hand sides have to be solved in each iteration step, in contrast to p + m or only p in the other methods. Consequently, among all considered methods, solving linear systems is most expensive in low-rank NK methods. If no initial feedback is given or required, RKSM and ILRSI have an advantage over RADI since they do not need the SMW formula to solve systems with the matrix A + α j M and p right hand sides (rhs). 
Shifts
With the exception of EKSM, all considered methods require shift parameters to achieve a rapid convergence. Initially, these parameters were computed in advance, prior to any iteration of the Riccati solver. In the last years, dynamic shift generation strategies [16, 23, 47, 48, 69, 96] have attracted increasing attention.
In these strategies, the shift needed in a particular iteration step is computed by using all the data that is available to the method in that step. This typically allows the methods to achieve convergence in a smaller number of iterations and with less user interaction, but may increase the computational complexity of each step.
A substantial amount of work in all the adaptive shift generation strategies considered here, is the solution of an eigenvalue problem, whenever new shifts are needed. These eigenvalue problems differ in their size and structure, depending on the GCARE method and the particular selection strategy. In Table 2 we summarize the defining matrices of the eigenvalue problems, together with their sizes in the strategies used in this study. As before, j indicates the current iteration number. Although the automatic shift generation of RKSM involves the largest eigenvalue problem, the costs are often still negligible since jp ≪ n. The dimension of the eigenvalue problem of the approaches in ILRSI, RADI, and NK-ADI depends on a pre-specified small number ℓ, for which typical values in the literature are in the range 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ 6. In the projection methods (T)RKSM the involved matricesÃ j are already constructed as a part of the main iteration loop, while the other methods additionally need to construct them, as well as the orthogonal bases U for certain subspaces just for the purpose of generating the shifts. Note that the approach used in NK-ADI will return more than one shift parameter, so it does not have to be executed in every iteration step.
Building orthonormal bases of the projection spaces
The projection based methods (G)EKSM, (T)RKSM, and the Galerkin accelerated NK-ADI iteration require the construction of orthonormal bases of the used subspaces. Let Q j−1 = [q 1 , . . . , q j−1 ] denote the orthonormal subspace basis after step j − 1 in either of these methods, and let q + denote a block of vectors that need to be added to the subspace in step j. In (G)EKSM, q + and each of the q i have 2p columns, while in RKSM they have p columns. In TRKSM, the column dimensions of the block q i is p i , where p i ≤ p is the number of tangential directions that were used in iteration i. We employ the modified blockwise Gram-Schmidt process to expand the basis with q + :
and this is done twice (initially, 0 := h j ∈ R dj−1×d+ ). The new orthonormal basis block q j is then obtained by a thin QR-factorization q + = q j h + , where h + ∈ R d+×d+ contains the orthogonalization coefficients. Note that GEKSM uses a different inner product in the orthogonalization process. If complex shifts and directions occur in (T)RKSM, Q j−1 is first orthogonally expanded by the real and then by the imaginary part of the associated complex solution vectors of the linear system. TRKSM in the form proposed in [48] requires the construction of a second orthonormal basis for shift generation and residual norm estimation. In the M-M.E.S.S. implementation [91] of NK-ADI+GP, the Galerkin projection is performed only after a Newton step, and the basis for the projection is orthonormalized using the MATLAB routine orth.
Small-scale CARE solution
The projection based methods (G)EKSM, (T)RKSM, and NK-ADI+GP have to solve small, dense Riccati equations in some stages of the algorithms. Assuming M = I for simplicity, and denoting byÃ j ,B j ,C j the projected matrices A, B, C, respectively, the existence of a stabilizing solution of this small CARE is ensured if (Ã j ,B j ) and (Ã * j ,C * j ) are stabilizable and detectable, respectively. In [96, Proposition 3.3], a general condition on A and B is given which ensures stabilizability of (Ã j ,B j ) in the case M = I. Unfortunately, in practice it is difficult to check whether this condition holds; in the majority of our experiments the projected CARE could be solved for a stabilizing solution. We observed, however, the occurrence of nearly imaginary eigenvalues of the associated Hamiltonian matrix
, and these can cause numerical difficulties and accuracy losses in the methods employed for solving the small-scale CAREs (4) . In such a situation it is reasonable to improve the quality of Y j by defect correction strategies, see e.g. [80] . In our experiments we, therefore, check the quality of Y j using the norm of R j :=Ã * j Y j + Y jÃj − Y jBjB * j Y j +C * jC j and, if necessary, try to improve Y j by running at most two steps of a Newton scheme for the CARE defined byÃ j , B jB * j , R j . The cost of solving a dense matrix equation is cubic in the dimension. Since the sizes of the small CAREs arising in each iteration of EKSM and RKSM are equal to the dimension of the projection subspace, the small-scale CARE solution can become expensive in the later iterations. A basic strategy to reduce these costs is to avoid solving the projected matrix equation in each iteration step, and do it only every j Gal steps, where usually we take j Gal = 5. In the Galerkin accelerated NK-ADI iteration, a small-scale GCARE has to be solved only at the end of each outer iteration step.
Memory Consumption
Next, we are interested in the memory consumption of the compared methods for, both, scenarios S1 and S2. For this purpose, we consider the maximum number of n-dimensional vectors stored at any given time during a single run of the algorithm. The memory consumption of other quantities, e.g. the projected matrices, is neglected. We also neglect the memory required for solving the linear systems, since this occurs in all methods, and is likely to lead to similar amounts.
We only give some basic estimates on the required number of n-dimensional vectors. These numbers might vary slightly depending on the actual implementation of the algorithms. Assume M = I, that only real shifts are used, and let j it denote the total number of iterations required to satisfy the termination criteria in a particular method.
Starting with the projection methods (T)RKSM and (G)EKSM, we recall that they do not gain an advantage in scenario S2. The largest number of n-dimensional vectors in both scenarios is used for storing the j it p basis vectors contained in the matrix Q jit . For RKSM, there are also p auxiliary vectors arising when solving the linear systems, and the block matrix G jit containing p vectors, which occurs during the residual computation as described in Section 2.1. Generating the approximate feedback K jit requires an additional m vectors. A similar count can be done for block and global EKSM; we only have to replace j it with 2j it since each step of these methods expands the basis twice. For TRKSM, storing the basis requires s = p + jit j=1 p j vectors, where p j denotes the number of direction vectors in the jth iteration. Following the approach in [48, Proposition 6.1], the computation of the shifts, the tangential directions, and the residual norm requires additional s vectors.
The amount of n-dimensional vectors in ILRSI can be easily read off from Algorithm 2 and equals (j it +1)p, along with additional m vectors for the feedback approximation. For the RADI iteration (Algorithm 3) a closer look at the scenarios S1 and S2 is appropriate. Starting with S2, we require a total of 2p + 2m vectors: there are m vectors needed for solving the linear systems via the SMW formula, 2p vectors for storing R jit and V + , and finally m vectors for storing K j . In scenario S1, the low-rank factor Z jit naturally adds j it p vectors. Since we use the residual-Hamiltonian shifts in ILRSI/RADI, additional 3ℓp basis vectors are required in for storing U ℓ , A * U ℓ , M * U ℓ .
Finally, consider the low-rank NK-ADI iteration. Let j it now denote the largest number of inner (ADI) iteration steps reached in any of the outer Newton-Kleinman iterations. In both scenarios, the Galerkin projected variant (NK-ADI+GP) requires j it (p + m) vectors to store the basis, 2p + m vectors to use the SMW formula, 2(p + m) vectors to store R jit and V + , and m vectors to store K jit . In scenario S1, the inexact version with line-search (iNK-ADI+LS) needs additional p + 2m vectors to carry out the line-search technique. On the other hand, in scenario S2, iNK-ADI+LS does not require all j it (p + m) vectors to store the low-rank factor Z jit , but only 2ℓ(p + m) vectors in order to generate the projection based shifts.
These basic estimates for the amount of n-dimensional vectors are summarized in Table 3 , where superscripts are added to j it to indicate the particular method in question and to highlight that all the methods might need different numbers of steps.
The memory consumption in scenario S1 is for all methods dominated by the number of required iteration steps j it times the number p. RKSM appears to be efficient in this situations as it only requires a small amount of auxiliary n-vectors compared to the other methods. Regarding scenario S2, we see that RADI and iNK-ADI+LS have an advantage, since their storage requirements are independent on the number of taken iteration steps j it . The number ℓ is a free parameter that affects the shift generation, and it is typically is chosen very small, e.g., 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ 6.
Numerical experiments
For all methods described in this paper, in the following comparison we use implementations in the MATLAB programming language. These incorporate the latest advances of each method, in particular, dynamic shift generation techniques.
State-of-the-art implementations of the low-rank Newton-Kleinman iterations can be found in the M-M.E.S.S. package [91] , which is a collection of currently mostly low-rank ADI based algorithms for large, sparse GCALEs, GCAREs, differential Lyapunov and Riccati equations, as well as routines for related balancing based model order reduction approaches. The projection type methods and the direct iterations ILRSI, RADI are part of the upcoming version 2.0 of M-M.E.S.S. 1 . Our implementations of the projection based methods of Section 2.1 were originally inspired by the source codes available 2 from Valeria Simoncini's homepage. The major differences in our MATLAB codes include the handling of complex shifts in (T)RKSM following [87] , a defect correction strategy (cf. Section 3.4) for the compressed CAREs, and the calculation of the true residual norm for GCAREs as discussed in Section 2.1. The linear solves with A in (G)EKSM are carried out using sparse LU factors of A, when A = A * , and using sparse Cholesky factors of −A when A = A * ≺ 0. As described before, these factorizations are computed only once and reused thereafter. In all methods except (G)EKSM, the arising shifted linear sparse systems were solved by the MATLAB backslash "\" operator and by using the SWM formula when needed. If not stated otherwise, the small, dense GCAREs in (G)EKSM and (T)RKSM are solved at every j Gal = 5 iteration steps. The subspace for the shift generation in RADI, IRLSI, as well as NK-ADI is taken from the previous ℓ = 2 iteration steps, i.e., U ℓ ∈ R n×2p .
The methods were compared on a number of standard examples available from benchmark collections and the literature on large-scale Riccati equations. Our test environment consists of MATLAB 8.0.0.783 (R2012b) running on an Intel ® Xeon ® CPU X5650 (2.67GHz) with 48GB RAM. All methods were stopped when
whereX is the approximate solution produced by the algorithm. Let L k indicate the continuous-time Lyapunov operator (8a) at iteration k of the NK-ADI method. Then the stopping criterion for the inner Lyapunov ADI iteration is L k (X) < τ L W (0) 2 with τ L = τ R /10 in the Galerkin accelerated version. In the inexact version it is chosen adaptively via τ L k = ηρ 2 k−1 , where 0 < η < 1 and ρ k−1 is the GCARE residual norm from the previous Newton step. More details on this adaptive stopping can be found in [19, 104] .
First series of tests
For a selection of the examples, Table 4 summarizes the results obtained with the methods introduced in Section 2. Next to some basic setup information for the particular example, the table gives the column dimension of the built up low-rank factor after termination, the numerical rank of the approximate GCARE solution using the machine precision as tolerance, the final scaled GCARE residual ρ j , the computation times in seconds for subtasks such as solving linear systems (t LS ), small-scale GCAREs (t care ), computing shift parameters (t shift ), the total computation time (t total ), the times t rest of all remaining minor computations (e.g., estimating the residual norm and further minor auxiliary routines), as well as the largest number of stored n-vectors regarding scenarios S1 (mem Z ) and S2 (mem K ). The orthogonalization costs for building the orthonormal bases in the projection based methods is included in small-scale solutions times t care . If an algorithm failed for a particular example, a brief comment about the reason is provided. In the following, whenever some defining matrices of a test example are generated randomly, this is to be understood as matrices with normally distributed entries for which the random number generator of MATLAB was at the start of each experiment initialized by randn('state', 0).
We proceed by giving details on the examples and discussing the obtained results for each example.
Example 1 (Chip). The Chip model [81] represents a finite element discretization of a cooling process of a microchip. This benchmark example from the model order reduction wiki 3 [101] (also part of the Oberwolfach benchmark collection) provides A = A * , M ≻ 0 diagonal with n = 20 082 and m = 1, p = 5. For this first example, all methods generate approximate GCARE solutions of more or less the same rank. EKSM and its global version, GEKSM, achieve the smallest total computation times t total . The reason is clearly that both methods only require a single factorization of A which for this example could be computed very cheaply and, hence, EKSM and GEKSM also spend a comparatively very small amount of time (t LS ) in solving linear systems. However, the generated subspace dimensions are significantly larger compared to all other methods, with GEKSM even further surpassing EKSM. Consequently, a substantial amount (about 50%) of the total computation time is spent for solving the reduced CARE (t care ) and the memory consumptions is higher than for the other methods. This will be a typical observation also in almost all further experiments. Furthermore, there is also a large difference between the subspace dimension and the actual rank of the solution, indicating that the extended Krylov subspace approaches may lead to unnecessarily large projection subspaces for the purpose of solving GCAREs, resulting in a waste of computational effort in several cases as it will be evident in later examples. Using a rational Krylov subspace appears to be a better option, as RKSM and its tangential version, TRKSM, require much smaller subspaces, which are actually close to the rank of the solutions. Thus, smaller storage requirements and small-scale solution times t care can be expected. However, for the Chip example this is compensated by larger times t LS since the varying linear systems prevent a prefactorization of the system matrix. The setup of the subspaces in TRKSM leads to a further reduction of the subspace dimension compared to the standard block version in RKSM. Both ILRSI and RADI perform similarly, though slightly worse than (T)RKSM, since they need more iterations. This leads to higher subspace dimensions, linear system and total computation times. Since m = 1, the more complicated linear systems in RADI do not cause a significant difference in t LS compared to ILRSI. RADI achieves the smallest memory requirement among all methods in scenario S2, which is in line with the discussion in Section 3.5.
For the Chip example, the performance of NK-ADI+GP is overall similar to RADI and ILRSI. The Galerkin acceleration led to a termination after the first Newton step. A very poor performance is exhibited by the iNK-ADI+LS iteration which requires many more linear systems solves and as a consequence, much higher times t LS , t total compared to the other algorithms. It can only compete regarding the memory consumption in scenario S2.
It is also important to emphasize that the shift generation times t shift are always a very small fraction of the total times t total in all methods relying on shift parameters. Example 2 (Filter3D). Another example from the MorWiki [101] represents a finite element model of a tunable optical filter 4 [27, Chapter 15] with A ≺ 0, M ≻ 0, n = 106 437, and m = 1, p = 5.
In this example, EKSM requires far more iterations and therefore a much larger subspace than the other methods. A large amount of time is used to solve the projected CARE, so that any savings from the easier linear systems solves in EKSM are counterbalanced. RKSM and GEKSM are not able to satisfy the termination criterion in a maximum allowed number of 200 iterations. In view of the subspace dimension, TRKSM, ILRSI, and RADI perform similarly. Because TRKSM has to solve more linear systems with a different coefficient matrix in each step, and a projected CARE every j Gal steps (see Section 3.5), its overall computation time is significantly larger than for ILRSI and RADI. The smallest memory consumption in scenario S2 is again obtained by the RADI iteration. The higher shift generation times t shift in ILRSI compared to RADI are mainly caused by the employed residual Hamiltonian approach requiring to project the residual matrix R(X k ) onto a low-dimensional subspace. Here, in contrast to RADI, there is no low-rank structure of R(X k ) known for ILRSI. Even though U * ℓ R(X k )U ℓ can be computed without explicitly forming R(X k ) and by exploiting its symmetry, this construction is, nevertheless, noticeably more expensive than in RADI.
The projected CARE after the first Newton step of the NK-ADI+GP iteration could not be solved by the employed care routine, and the method broke down. The iNK-ADI+LS iteration was able to solve this problem but, as in the Chip example, required larger times t LS , t total caused by the much larger number of encountered linear systems compared to the other algorithms. The dimension of the generated subspace is also higher.
Example 3 (Rail). The steel profile cooling models 5 are also part of benchmarks collected at morWiki [101] . They represent spatial finite element discretizations of a two-dimensional heat transfer problem arising in the cooling of steel rail profiles [27, Chapter 19] . Different grid sizes and discretization levels result in five versions of the example, each having different dimension: n = 1 357, 5 177, 20 209, 79 841, 317 377.
The largest version was obtained by a FEniCS based reimplementation 6 of the discretization. In all versions, A ≺ 0, M ≻ 0, and the provided matrices B, C have parameters m = 7 and p = 6. Table 4 shows the results for the largest version only, while the other versions are examined later. EKSM, GEKSM, and the iNK-ADI+LS iteration generate substantially larger subspaces than all of the other algorithms. For the two projection methods, EKSM, and GEKSM, this leads to a very large effort for solving the projected Riccati equation such that again, any savings gained by the simpler linear systems are completely lost. Apparently, the global method performs far worse than the block method: GEKSM has the largest subspace dimensions, and the largest times t LS , t care , t total . These results emphasize again that the extended Krylov subspaces are often not an adequate choice for solving large GCAREs and that, moreover, no computational advantages should be expected by the global over the block approach. Because the iNK-ADI+LS iteration does not rely on solving projected GCAREs, its overall computation times are significantly smaller compared to (G)EKSM, but clearly larger than for (T)RKSM, ILRSI, and the RADI iteration. The latter four algorithms appear to be the winners for this example, having much smaller subspace dimensions that are, especially for (T)RKSM, very close to the actual solution rank. ILRSI and the RADI iteration need the smallest computation times, overall, since no projected GCARE has to be solved. The NK-ADI+GP iteration is able to compete for this example, with total computation times in between those of (T)RKSM and ILRSI, RADI, but with a significantly smaller final residual norm. The reason for that is because NK-ADI+GP generates a roughly 1.5 times larger subspace compared to (T)RKSM and ILRSI, RADI, such that the Galerkin projection results in a much smaller residual norm that actually desired.
Example 4 (Toeplitz). An artificial example defined by the Toeplitz matrix
and random B, C with B = 1. We set n = 100 000, m = 5, and p = 20. The idea for this setting comes from [77, Example 7.3], [97, Example 5.5], where slightly different entries and m = p = 1 are used. We use this example because the arising linear systems are extremely cheap to solve even for large n, which helps to emphasize the required work in other stages of the algorithms. The data given in Table 4 confirm this because the timings t LS represent only a small fraction of t total for all methods. The timings t care , and in some cases even the shift generation times t shift , are higher than t LS . In fact, more than 50-75% of time is spent in solving the small-scale CAREs. The methods (G)EKSM again build up larger subspaces than the other methods. All of the other approaches end up with significantly smaller subspace dimensions, which are all close to the actual solution rank. The approximate solution of the smallest rank is obtained by TRKSM which, having to solve projected CAREs, in the end does not achieve the smallest computation times t total . Because the RADI and iNK-ADI+LS methods do not have to solve such projected CAREs, they achieve the smallest total times t total with a substantial margin. On par with iNK-ADI+LS regarding t total is the NK-ADI+GP method, which only requires one small CARE solve after the first Newton step. The cost for this is, however, a substantial portion of the overall cost, as reflected by t care . Although ILRSI does not work with projected CAREs either, it ends up with the highest total time t total for two reasons: first, the shift generation is more costly (see observations made for Filter3D), and second, the costs for the residual norm estimation via a Lanczos process in this example are comparatively more expensive (around 50% of the total computation time). Note that without the scaling B = 1, ILRSI converges much slower because it encounters problems in generating good shift parameters.
For this example, we also tried SDA [76] , but it was not able to compute a low-rank approximate solution of the desired accuracy. We terminated SDA after 5 iteration steps which already took 247.8 seconds and led to a relative CARE residual norm R(X) 2 / C * C 2 ≈ 0.998. Interestingly, the built in residual norm estimation of SDA delivered a value 2.53 · 10 −13 and incorrectly indicated convergence of the method. The produced low-rank solution factors after these 5 iteration steps had reached the maximal allowed column dimension 600.
Example 5 (Lung). The example lung2 from the SuiteSparse Matrix Collection [41] (formerly UF Sparse Matrix Collection) models temperature and water vapor transport in the human lung. It provides matrices with leading dimension n = 109 460, where A is nonsymmetric, M = I, and B, C are generated as random matrices with m = p = 10.
For this example, (G)EKSM wins regarding the total computation times t total since, in contrast to the prior examples, they do not produce larger subspace dimension than the other methods. The extended Krylov method appears to be a viable choice for this example, and the cheaper linear solves, similar to the Chip example, pay off here. RKSM has a larger time t LS , because it, again, has to put more effort into solving the varying linear systems. TRKSM and NK-ADI+GP break down because the employed routine care for solving the projected CARE breaks down at some point. The RADI method achieves the smallest subspace dimension, but needs more total times t total , due to the varying linear systems. For this example, ILRSI encounters problems in the dynamic shift generation and requires many more iterations compared to RADI. We expect these issues to be the result of complex data in the basis used for projecting the residual Hamiltonian matrix. Similar to prior observations, iNK-ADI+LS takes by far the last place regarding several measures, e.g., subspace dimension, t LS , and t total .
Example 6 (Stokes). A spatial discretization of a two-dimensional Stokes equation from [93] is included as test case of M-M.E.S.S. consisting of matrices
This results in a descriptor system of index-2, such that using a Riccati based feedback stabilization requires some additional steps. For the sake of brevity, we only give the absolutely necessary information regarding the handling of those structured descriptor systems, especially with respect to the numerical steps in the GCARE algorithms. With rank(G) = n 2 we can associate the projector
to the differential algebraic system. The purpose of Π is to ensure that algebraic constraints of the descriptor system are satisfied, i.e., the calculations happen in the correct hidden manifold. Following [9, 10, 20, 58, 104] , the GCARE to be solved is defined by the large, dense matrices A = Θ *
. It has been shown in [10, 20, 104] that the main numerical subtasks in GCARE methods based on the low-rank NK-ADI framework can be implemented without the explicit projection Π or its factors Θ 1 , Θ 2 , such that working with the original matrices A, M, B is sufficient and numerically desirable since A, M are sparse. Only the transformed right hand side factor C Π := (ΠC * 1 ) * is required to start the iteration. It is straightforward to carry these ideas over to the direct iterations (Section 2.2) and the projection methods (Section 2.1). An application of the projection Π requires solving a symmetric indefinite linear system in saddle point form defined byM := M1 F F * 0 . In the projection based methods, it is possible that the algorithms drift off the hidden manifold [99] , especially after the orthogonalization scheme for expanding the orthonormal basis. Hence, it is wise to apply Π also to the outcome of the orthogonalization routine (repeated modified Gram-Schmidt in this exposition). Moreover, estimating the GCARE residual norm via a Lanczos process, as it is done in ILRSI, NK-ADI+GP, also requires applications of Π in each Lanczos step [104, Chapter 4.3] . Consequently, the occurrence of Π-application adds an additional source of numerical costs to each of the discussed GCARE methods that were not present in the examples before. How much extra effort this introduces depends on how often Π needs to be applied: once in RADI, iNK+ADI+LS, 1 + j it times in EKSM, (T)RKSM, j Lan times after each Galerkin projection in NK-ADI+GP, and 1 + j it j Lan times in ILRSI, where j Lan indicates the number of executed Lanczos steps for estimating the GCARE residual Here, we use a discretization with 150 grid points in each spatial dimension resulting in n = 67 199, n 1 = 44 700, n 2 = 22 201, m = p = 5. This sizes still allow to employ sparse-direct techniques to handle the linear systems defined byM as well as all further occurring linear systems in the GCARE methods. In particular, we use a sparse LDL * factorization ofM which is computed once before the iterations.
The results are given at the bottom of Table 4 . The winner for this example in terms of computation time, subspace dimension, and memory requirements is RADI, closely followed by the projection methods EKSM, RKSM and NK-ADI+GP, although EKSM again produced larger subspaces. Similar as before, iNK+ADI+LS required much more LR-ADI steps leading to larger times t LS , t total , and larger subspace dimensions. The last place takes ILRSI because of the significantly more expensive residual norm estimations leading to large t rest timings. This is similar as in the lung example but here the Lanczos process additionally requires Π-applications.
This concludes this first series of examples. We point out that the amount of work for adaptively generating shifts is, with minor exceptions, only a small fraction of the overall computational effort due to the advances in this topic [16, 23, 47, 48, 69, 96] in the recent years. If cleverly implemented, precomputed shifts could also be generated efficiently, but in our experience, the performance of the low-rank GCARE (and GCALE) methods typically lags behind compared to the dynamic shift selection approaches.
Although not the topic of this study, we expect a similar conclusion regarding the related methods for large, sparse Lyapunov and Sylvester equations. We did not put timings for the residual norm computation in Table 4 because these were only a tiny fraction of the overall computation time, mostly because of low-rank or otherwise exploitable structures of the GCARE residual matrix which made this task significantly better manageable than with earlier approaches. The clear exception is here ILRSI which still relies on a Lanczos process for this task and, hence, could benefit from low-rank expressions of the GCARE residual. This would further improve the performance of the employed residual Hamiltonian shift generation in ILRSI.
Scaling of the performance with respect to the problem dimensions
Now we examine the behavior of the algorithms when the leading dimension n is increased. For this, we use all five versions, described above, for the Rail example, which correspond to different coarseness of finite element meshes.
The subspace dimensions, the solution ranks, and total computation times are plotted against the different values of n in Figure 1 . For this particular example, the increasing dimensions do seem to only lead to moderately larger ranks of the approximate GCARE solutions required to satisfy the stopping criterion, see middle plot of Figure 1 . Hence, if the algorithms manage to produce a subspace of dimension not far from the solution rank, the numerical effort should essentially only increase with n because the linear systems are increasingly expensive to solve. In the left plot of Figure 1 we see that indeed, the majority of methods ends up with subspace dimensions that remain approximately unchanged for increasing n. The striking exceptions are (G)EKSM whose subspace dimensions are again much larger than those of the other methods and do also clearly increase with n. Similar to prior observation, GEKSM performs worse than EKSM. For the largest example, GEKSM requires a subspace dimension more than three times as large as for the other methods. This example emphasizes again that the extended Krylov subspaces are not an adequate tool for solving large GCAREs. The NK-ADI methods produce somewhat larger, and slightly increasing subspace dimensions compared to (T)RKSM, ILRSI, and RADI.
The total computation times illustrated in the right plot of Figure 1 indicate that, as expected, increasing system dimensions n lead to increasing computation times because of the larger linear systems. The trend in which t total increases is similar for (T)RKSM, ILRSI, RADI, NK-ADI+GP, especially for dimensions n > 10 4 . The timings for (G)EKSM and the iNK-ADI+LS iteration are somewhat larger than for the other algorithms. For the iNK-ADI+LS iteration the difference in t total to the the other methods except GEKSM appears to decrease for increasing n.
The purpose of the next examples is to study how the change in the dimensions m and p affects the performance of the algorithms. We keep the matrices A and M fixed, but alter the number of columns in B and the number of rows in C. For most methods, this will result in a different number of columns in the right hand side when solving linear systems, see Table 1 . Furthermore, for the projection based method the size of p also dictates the growth of the subspace dimension and, thus, significantly influences the cost for solving the Galerkin systems. Another way of manipulating the influence of linear systems during the algorithm runs is to provide an initial guess X 0 , e.g., when solving an unstable Riccati equation. Changing m changes in this case the number of right hand sides in the linear system if the SMW formula is employed (cf. Table 1) ; we study this effect as well.
Example 7 (CUBE-FD). Consider a centered finite difference discretization of the differential equation We will also use the last example to evaluate the influence of a nonzero initial feedback K 0 . However, for several unstable variations of this examples (e.g. using shifted matrices A + ψI, ψ > | max Re(λ(A))|), we encountered severe problems with the initial feedback generation explained in Section 2.5. Either the required eigen-or Schur vectors could not be computed in a stable manner, or the small matrix equations (Bernoulli or Lyapunov) could not be solved satisfactorily.
To avoid these problems, we modify Example 7 as follows.
where A, B are as in Example 7, A + ∈ R u×u is an artificially generated matrix with eigenvalues in C + , and B + ∈ R u×m , C ∈ R p×u+n are given and randomly generated. We used u = 5 in our experiments. The required anti-stable invariant subspace for the above A u is trivially spanned by Q u = [0, I u ] * ∈ R (n+u)×u and it holds that Q * u B u = B + , so we set K 0 = [0, B * + ] * . To generate the anti-stable part A + , we enforce the solution of the Bernoulli equation A + S u + S u A * + − S u (Q * u B)(B * Q u )S u = 0 to be S u = I u . Therefore, A + + A * + = B + B * + , and we simply take A + = 1 2 B + B * + . We again point out that this construction of an unstable system is done entirely for demonstrating the effects of an initial feedback K 0 . From a practical point of view, the way A u , B u , C u are built makes this setting viable for partial stabilization approaches [13, 56, 102] . Moreover, as we mentioned earlier, projection based methods might, under certain conditions [96, Proposition 3.3], not need an initial guess to converge. Table 5 and Figure 2 show the results. We first comment on the top row in Figure 2 ; the number m of columns of B is fixed to 10, while the number p of rows in C increases. The generated subspace dimensions as well as the obtained solution ranks increase almost linearly with increasing p for all methods. This is expected, as each step in each method (except TRKSM) expands this subspace by a multiple of p vectors. The slope in top-left graph of Figure 2 is the largest for (G)EKSM, since these two methods add 2p vectors in each step, while the rest add only p vectors. The iNK-ADI+LS method appears to build subspaces larger than the rest, with the exception of (G)EKSM. The linear increase in t LS for all methods is obvious, and for the methods not based on projection, the total time of computation increases linearly as well. However, in the projection methods, the costs of solving larger projected GCAREs are getting increasingly expensive as p gets larger, resulting in weaker performance. This is, again, most obvious for (G)EKSM.
Next, we study the middle row in Figure 2 : now p is fixed to 10, while m increases. Apparently, this increase has no effect on on the generated subspace dimension at all, which is clear from the way the subspaces are expanded, and, thus, indicates that the iteration numbers also remain approximately constant. The exception is iNK-ADI+LS, where after the first Newton step, p + m vectors are added in each inner iteration. However, the obtained solution ranks appear to be more sensitive regarding different values of m, especially for RKSM, iNK-ADI+LS. The effect on the total time is also different: the methods that use the SMW formula for the solution of linear systems (RADI, iNK-ADI+LS) see a linear increase in total time, which is a consequence of the increase in t LS . The NK-ADI+GP is for this setting not affected by larger B, because in all cases the Galerkin acceleration led to satisfaction of the stopping criterion after the first Newton step. In consequence, each encountered linear system had only p right hand sides and the SMW formula was not necessary. The timings for ILRSI increase slightly since, for similar reasons as outlined above, the shift generation became more expensive with increasing m.
Finally, we analyze the case of unstable Riccati equations for which we fix p = 10 and vary m = 5, 10, 20, . . . , 40. The bottom row in Figure 2 shows the results. For this setting, GEKSM does not produce reasonable results (stagnation at large residual norms or problems while solving the projected CARE) and is hence omitted. ILRSI encounters problems in the shift generation routine, and thus we use it with the shifts generated by RADI. The related timings t shift of ILRSI are copied from those of RADI. Despite the nonzero initial feedback, larger values of m do not appear to severely affect the final subspace dimensions for all methods. The strong exception is the iNK-ADI+LS iteration, which again performs comparatively bad for this example, similar to the cases described above. Only for this method, the subspace dimensions are much larger than for the other methods, surpassing even EKSM, and increasing m clearly seems to lead to larger dimensions, as well. We cut off the associated bottom left plot in Figure 2 at 1 500 because otherwise the very large values of iNK-ADI+LS distort the whole plot. Some variations in the solution ranks can also be seen for varying m, similar to the previous stable experiment. The total computation times t total increase at various rates for different methods as m increases, which is due to the increase in the time t LS needed for solving linear systems, since all of the methods use the SMW formula now. As explained in Section 3.1, EKSM has an advantage here and its computation times only increase marginally. RADI and NK-ADI+GP exhibit the strongest increase of t total . The same holds for iNK-ADI+LS whose curve is omitted in the bottom right plot in Figure 2 .
For m = 20, the results are listed in the bottom section of Table 5 . We see that EKSM is the fastest, followed by (T)RKSM; these two methods achieve the smallest subspace dimensions. It is also evident that iNK-ADI+LS cannot keep up with any of the other algorithms. Note that, the residual norm estimation via Lanczos in ILRSI takes up a significant portion of the overall time, here.
In respect to the memory consumptions for scenario S2, RADI clearly requires the smallest number of n-vectors to be stored. The NK-ADI+GP achieves, similar to the rail example before, smaller final residual norms which is again a result of the larger generated subspace dimensions.
Comparison of theoretically equivalent methods
As a final experiment, we test to what extent the predicted equivalence [16, Theorem 2] of ILRSI [77, 79] and RADI [16] holds in practice. At first, both methods are executed with the same set of predetermined shift parameters. We mimic this by running RADI with the adaptive residual-Hamiltonian shift strategy and then use the generated shifts within ILRSI. In the second experiment, we let ILRSI compute its own shifts using the residual-Hamiltonian approach, too. The Rail example with n = 79 841 and the CUBE-FD example with n = 10 648, m = p = 10 are used for this study. Figure 3 shows the scaled residual norms ρ j := R j / CC * for RADI and ILRSI with precomputed and adaptive shifts, as well as the norm differences ∆ρ j := | R RADI j − R ILRSI j |/ CC * against the iteration number j. In both cases, we indeed observe that RADI and ILRSI produce visually nearly indistinguishable residual curves when using exactly the same shifts. When ILRSI generates its own shifts for the CUBE-FD example, the discrepancies ∆ρ j are larger, but still small. The reason is that for this example, some of the generated shifts come in complex conjugated pairs, but in its current implementation, ILRSI cannot handle those complex shifts similarly well as the RADI method. At some point, the low-rank solution factors generated by ILRSI will be complex, which will lead to small differences in the computed shifts since parts of the low-rank factor are used to project the Hamiltonian matrices. Similar observations can be made for the Rail example, but the norm differences ∆ρ j in case of adaptive shifts are much smaller compared to the CUBE-FD example as the majority of generated shifts for this example are real. In all cases, the differences with respect to the computed approximate Riccati solutions X RADI j − X ILRSI j show the same behavior as the residual norms differences.
Conclusions
In this paper, we studied three classes of low-rank algorithms for finding approximate solutions of largescale GCAREs: the projection based extended and rational Krylov subspace methods (EKSM and RKSM), direct iterations not bound to a projection framework (ILRSI and RADI), and Newton-Kleinman methods. Some modifications of the considered methods were also taken into account. We discussed the methods with respect to the computational complexity of solving the matrix equation, and the amount of memory required. The theoretical analysis was confirmed by a number of numerical experiments.
We detected the most important subtasks that influence the computational work: solving linear systems with multiple right hand sides, solving small, dense GCAREs, and generating shift parameters. The only subtask present in each iteration of every method is the solution of linear systems, where the number of columns in the right hand sides varies from one method to the other. This leads to different behavior regarding the ranks of the constant and quadratic term defining the GCARE. In all methods which do not rely on solving small, dense GCAREs (ILRSI, RADI, iNK-ADI+LS) these linear solves constitute the largest portion of the overall computational work. For the projection based methods ((G)EKSM, (T)RKSM, NK-ADI+GP), the solution of the dense matrix equations could, depending on p, m and the required number of iteration steps, be a second substantial portion of the work load. The generation of shift parameters and the estimation of the GCARE residual norms are, due to several recent advances, often only minor fractions of the total computational costs.
Projecting to rational Krylov subspaces often fared better than projecting to extended Krylov subspaces, typically keeping the built up subspace dimension close to the actual rank of the computed low-rank solution. The extended Krylov subspace methods tend to generate subspaces of dimensions considerably larger than the rank of the approximate solution, and this results in significant increase of the effort to solve the projected dense GCAREs. The direct iterative methods, ILRSI and RADI, are theoretically equivalent which can also been observed in numerical tests where only smaller deviations occur due to round off. In the present form, ILRSI still lacks some efficiency improvements found in the other methods, like reducing the occurrence of complex arithmetic operations and a cheap GCARE residual norm estimation. Hence, ILRSI could sometimes not keep up with RADI or some of the other approaches in our experiments. If these issues can be solved in future research efforts, ILRSI can potentially become a very competitive approach. The low-rank Newton-Kleinman iterations showed a mixed performance. While the Galerkin projection version could compete most of the time (provided the reduced GCARE could be solved), the inexact version with line search could not keep up in most cases. The reasons were mostly the more expensive linear systems due to a higher number of right hand sides, and the substantially larger number of iteration steps required.
Another considered performance indicator was the memory consumption, where it is important to distinguish between two scenarios. The first scenario occurs when an approximate low-rank solutionX ∈ R n×n of the GCAREs is sought. Therefore, the smaller the constructed subspace or low-rank solution factor the better. In this context, the (T)RKSM provided especially good results, followed by RADI and ILRSI. At the expense of somewhat larger generated subspace dimensions, NK-ADI+GP achieved sometimes several orders of magnitude smaller residual norms. In the second scenario, only a stabilizing feedback matrix K = M * X B ∈ R n×m is required, naturally asking for less data to be computed. Obviously, projection based methods do not gain an advantage here, since they still have to build the basis for the entire subspace. The same is true for ILRSI. Only RADI and iNK-ADI+LS were able to solely operate on approximate feedback matrices without ever forming the low-rank solution factors, making them more memory efficient in this situation.
Averaging over all carried out tests, (T)RKSM and RADI yielded smaller subspace dimensions (low-rank solution factors) as well as smaller total computation times compared to the other approaches. The ultimate choice between (T)RKSM and RADI should then take into account whether the full low-rank solution, or only a stabilizing feedback is sought.
We also experimented with unstable GCAREs, which might ask for an initial stabilizing guess. The generation of such an initial guess proved to be demanding in several tests because the conventional approach used for that purpose often failed. This issue requires further research effort.
In this study we restricted ourselves to sparse direct solution techniques for the arising linear systems of equations. In general, preconditioned iterative solvers could also be applied. This points towards the interesting research topic of investigating the effects of the errors made by solving the linear systems only inexactly, and to establish rules on the minimal accuracy of the linear solves required to obtain a low-rank GCARE solution of a certain quality.
Similar further comparative studies could address low-rank methods for continuous-times Lyapunov equations, and also discrete-time Lyapunov and Riccati equations, as well as nonsymmetric variants. A comparison of different low-rank approaches for differential matrix equations is ongoing work. Especially in the latter, but also in other applications, the inhomogeneities of the arising GCAREs can be indefinite, which would require some smaller changes in the implementations of the algorithms. While this is no big issue for projection based and Newton-Kleinman-ADI methods (see, e.g., [71] ), it has so far not been done for ILRSI and RADI. A more demanding alteration is when the quadratic term in the GCARE is positive semidefinite (i.e., M * XBB * XM occurs with a positive sign in (1)). This arises, e.g., in certain model order reduction approaches, for which some numerical methods are proposed in [32] .
